Original End of Days Text Begins Tour of
Andophael
By Hierophant Andelo Kopač

Endorsed by Exarch Purist Pelax
The only copy of the famous End of Days Prophecy has begun its tour of
the Holy Planet of The One True Church, Andophael.
The ‘Book of the Lost Shepherd,’ a three page text written by an unknown High
Exarch during the period of The Scream, details what will happen to Humanity
when the End of Days finally comes upon us.
Also known colloquially as ‘That Final Sunset,’ the document is one of the
cornerstones of the Sacred Texts, and is the chosen topic of study for clergy from
every branch of the High Church.
A digital copy of the text can be found here.
“We wanted to ensure that the Faithful within the Sector get a chance to see this
relic up close,” said Lector Matteo Bracho de Seichi, Head of Operations for the
Tour. “We are living in a time where miscommunication and false headlines are
propagated by ailing media networks, we want to show people that the Word of
the Ever All is not only real, it is within touching distance.”
The tour will initially be confined to the Holy Planet, but may find very well find its
tenure extended, given how quickly tickets to see the relic have sold out.

STATEMENT OF INTENT
This document is not to have any out of character (OC) mechanical effect on the game,It is strictly to promote the lore
related to the Eschatology of the High Church. The High Church not wish to break apart the current bonds or functions of
any of the aforementioned factions, but rather would like to play our part within this wonderful experiment that is
Acheron Rho. If there are any questions or concerns, please contact your local High Church representative.

